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Abstract: The topic of community detection in social networks has attracted a lot of 

attention in recent years. Existing methods always depict the relationship of two nodes 

using the snapshot of the network, but these snapshots cannot reveal the real relationships, 

especially when the connection history among nodes is considered. The problem of 

detecting the stable community in mobile social networks has been studied in this paper. 

Community cores are considered as stable subsets of the network in previous work. Based 

on these observations, this paper divides all nodes into a few of communities due to the 

community cores. Meanwhile, communities can be tracked through incremental computing. 

Experimental results based on real-world social networks demonstrate that our proposed 

method performs better than the well-known static community detection algorithm in 

mobile social networks. 

Keywords: mobile social network; community core; dynamic community detection 

 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, the way people communicate has experienced dramatic changes. Thanks to the 

development of mobile communication technology, the relative geographical topology of people can be 

easily determined. Hence, clustering people in such mobile social network, which can be further used in 

information recommendation and other social services, has attracted more and more research interest. 
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There is a lot of literature concerning the topic of community detection in social networks, 

including static and dynamic approaches. Nodes are usually depicted as people in the real world, and 

links are denoted to the contacts among nodes. The static approaches focus on high aggregation of 

nodes which have same features [1,2], while the dynamic approaches divide the network's evolving 

process into a few of timestamps, not only paying attention to the degree of aggregation, but also to the 

computational complexity at each timestamp [3,4]. However, few of these methods consider the 

stability of communities between two timestamps. Intuitively, in our real world, the relationship 

among people will not change sharply. Seifi [5] considered the stability in community detection, but 

tried to obtain a community partition in a stable modularity scenario, rather than stable contact. 

Moreover, Pan [6] has pointed out that inter-contact time among people follows the power-law 

distribution, which means: (1) we spend most of our time contacting with the ―community‖ people;  

(2) there are a few temporary contacts between ―strangers‖. If all of links are considered when 

detecting a community, some ―temporary links‖ among ―strangers‖ will influence the effect. In order 

to eliminate the negative influence, only ―familiar links‖ should be concerned. Then, the key problem 

is: how to find the stable communities through “familiar links” in mobile social networks? 

The biggest feature of mobile social networks is that nodes and links are always changing. 

Researchers [3,7] have classified all of the situations that occur at each timestamp into several events, 

including node addition/removal and link addition/removal. Their experiment results demonstrate that 

discretization of the continuous time is a useful way to model the evolution of a network. In this paper, the 

discretization of the continuous time is still adopted when modeling the evolution process, but the 

prominent difference of our method compared with others is the discrimination between ―familiar link‖ 

and ―temporary link‖. 

Based on previous works [8], the number of ―familiar links‖ is higher than that of ―temporary links‖. 

In other words, people who come from the same community have higher contact frequency than those 

who come from different communities. The frequency of change of ―familiar links‖ is lower than that of 

―temporary links‖, that is to say, the people coming from the same community always maintain relatively 

stable contacts, while contacts among people who come from different communities seem to be uncertain. 

This paper uses the concept of ―community core‖ to solve the problem above, which is based on the 

previous work described in [9]. Community cores are subsets of nodes in the network. On the one 

hand, nodes in community cores have more stable links than outside. On the other hand, the number of 

community cores is stable. Based on community cores, all nodes in the network can be divided into a 

few communities, then the community partition can be obtained. 

Due to the dynamic features of many social networks [10], community evolution has attracted much 

research attention in recent years. Current research on community evolution involves the following 

categories: evolutionary clustering [11–13] usually aims to find an optimal cluster sequence by finding 

a clustering at each timestamp that optimizes the incremental quality. Meanwhile, probabilistic models 

and parameter estimation methods have also been proposed [14,15]. Non-negative matrix factorization 

was introduced to evolution analysis [16] as well. Besides these algorithms concerned with the 

evolution procedures of communities, community detection in dynamic social networks aims to detect 

the optimal community partition at each timestamp [4,7,17–19]. Moreover, in order to describe the 

change of communities at different timestamps, tracking algorithms [20,21] based on similarity 

comparison have also been studied. 
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In this paper, we study the characteristics of human contacts first, especially the cumulative contact. 

Then, a novel approach for community detection in mobile social networks is proposed. Moreover, in 

order to recognize the changes of communities at each timestamp, the tracking mechanism is also 

discussed. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to find the relatively stable community using 

the cumulative contact history in mobile social networks, and the first to find the power-law 

distribution of these contacts‖ changing between consecutive timestamps. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we introduce the preliminaries used in this paper in 

Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss the character of cumulative stable contact. Then, we present our 

community core detection and tracking algorithm separately in Section 4. We evaluate our algorithms 

in Section 5, and finally conclude the work in Section 6. 

2. Preliminary 

In this section, we present the notion and the mobile network model that we will use throughout the paper. 

Definition 1 (Mobile Social Network) A mobile social network is denoted as G = (E,V), where V is 

the vertex set and E the link set. Topologies of mobile social networks are always changing due to the 

time variation, which is the main difference compared with static networks. Like previous works, we 

treat the continuous time as a sequence of timestamps. Furthermore, nodes and links may be different 

in the consecutive timestamps. Hence, we use the following four events to describe the evolution of 

network: node add, node remove, link add, link remove. 

Definition 2 (Cumulative Stable Contact, CSC) The cumulative stable contact is denoted as the 

historic contact duration which is higher than a threshold (we will discuss this threshold in the 

following section). As mentioned before, the temporary link cannot depict the relationship between 

two nodes in the mobile social network. Inversely, two nodes disconnect at T = t cannot demonstrate 

that they are irrelevant. Considering the history connection among nodes, we use cumulative contact to 

judge the stability of links.  

Definition 3 (Community) A group of nodes in the network which have higher contact frequency. 

Different from existing definition of community, we aim to find the stable communities in the network, 

so the contact frequency is considered when detecting communities. 

Definition 4 (Community Core) The community cores are the subset of communities. Nodes in 

community cores have higher contact frequency, and few changes will occur as time changes. 

3. Cumulative Stable Link 

In this section, we study the character of CSC. First, a well-known mobile social network is 

introduced. Then a stable link extraction method is proposed to find the CSC. Finally, we discuss the 

distribution about the Change of CSC (CCSC). 

3.1. Dataset 

Due to the increasing interest in mobile social networks, various datasets about people’s behavior 

have been collected. Researchers have separately collected, for example, the traces information about 
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attendees at INFOCOM06 [8] and SIGCOMM09 [22]. The features of these datasets are as follows:  

(1) these datasets include not only the contact information but also the attributes of attendees. 

SIGCOMM09 had 76 attendees and INFOCOM06 had 78 attendees; (2) both of these datasets contain 

several days of traces information, and more than 300,000 timestamps can be used to describe the 

evolution of the networks. 

SIGCOMM09 collects the traces information among attendees at SIGCOMM 2009. The dataset not 

only records the contact time of each device pair, but also includes the profile of each attendee such as 

country, city, institution, interests etc. The most important information is the friendship mentioned by 

attendees at the beginning of the experiment, which is used as the basic friendship graph in this paper. 

The contact information is recorded in the form of <timestamp; user_id; seen_user_id; device_major_cod; 

device_minor_cod>, and the cumulative contact pair at each timestamp is easier to obtain. 

Like SIGCOMM09, INFOCOM06 collects the contact traces among attendees at INFOCOM 2006. 

Each participant was asked to fill a questionnaire including name, nationality, affiliation,  

country, etc. The contact information is also well refined by the author so that it is in the form of  

<user_id, seen_user_id, start time, end time, ...>. Only the front four columns are used in this paper. 

3.2. Stable Link Extraction 

Both the SIGCOMM09 and INFOCOM06 datasets contain connection duration between each pair 

of nodes. We use a contact matrix M denoting the contact among nodes.     
  is the cumulative contact 

duration between vi and vj from T = 0 to T = t. We use ψ
t
 denoting the maximum elements of M at T = t. 

Pan [8] has studied the correlation between regularity and familiarity on Cambridge students, and it 

was observed that most of contacts among nodes reveal a short duration, while few of them have long 

duration, which is denoted as ―community‖. In this paper, we use M' = [m'i,j] to denote whether vi and 

vj have a contact duration higher than a threshold δ ψt
. Then we cluster the attendees into several 

groups by their friendship graphs which are extracted from the two datasets: 

   
   

   
      

      

       
      

  (1) 

3.3. Distribution of CCSC 

We first construct a contact duration matrix M = [mi,j], where mi,j presents the history of the contact 

duration between vi and vj during the whole lifetime of the network (INFOCOM06: T [6207, 340927], 

SIGCOMM09: T [21, 349811]). Without loss of generality, we denote X and Y as two consecutive M, 

then compute the Change of History Contact (CHC), which is depicted as the distance of X and Y using:  

                      

  

         
          
          

  (2) 

In order to avoid the mismatching caused by different sizes of X and Y, all of nodes in the networks 

are included in contact duration matrix. The distribution of the distance is plotted on a log-log scale 

(Figure 1). The power-law distribution of inter-contact time in the mobile social network is fully 

discussed in existing literatures, however, the change of contacts at consecutive timestamps does not 

follow the power-law distribution. Then, we use M', where m'i,j denotes wether a link between vi and vj 
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is a CSC or not, and compute the distance of two consecutive M', then the CCSC at different 

timestamps is obtained (Figure 1). It is clear that the CCSC extracted from SIGCOMM09 follows the 

power-law distribution, and ranges from two changes to six changes. In INFOCOM06, when the 

changes range from two to seven, the CCSC also follows the power-law distribution. The diversity of 

distribution between historic contact duration and cumulative stable contact changes might be caused 

by removal of the temporary contact. Considering two people in the real world, the more familiar, the 

more stable their relationship is. Moreover, people denoted as ―familiar‖ have longer contact duration 

and contact time, which has been proven in previous works. According to the discussion above, the 

CSC removes the temporary links among nodes, which can be used in the community detection. 

Figure 1. (a) Distribution of Contact Duration History; (b) Distribution of CCSC. 

 

4. Core-based Community Evolution 

In this section, a core-based community evolution mechanism named CoCE is presented. We first 

introduce the community detection algorithm, then discuss the community tracking mechanism in 

mobile social networks. 

4.1. Core based Community Detection 

In order to find the stable communities in the networks, the community detection algorithm will 

start when it detects the community core using the cumulative stable link. The community cores can be 

seen as the most stable subsets of communities. After that, the remaining nodes outside the community 

cores will join into community cores by the shortest distance [23]. Then the initial community division 

can be obtained. An example of this procedure is depicted in Figure 2. 

Let’s first discuss the network topology change, which is constantly updated as nodes and links 

change through different timestamps. The increasing nodes or links can be decomposed as a sequence 

of node or link insertions, while the decreasing nodes or links can be decomposed as a sequence of 

node or link removals. We define four events that may cause the network evolution: node add, node 

remove, link add, link remove. However, the community core is based on links between two nodes. 

Hence, a single node which links to no CSC cannot exist in the community core. Then, we refine the 

events as follows (Figure 3). 
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Figure 2. Community detection procedure. Firstly, the cumulative stable contacts are 

extracted from the contact information history. Then the community cores are constructed 

from the cumulative stable contacts. Finally, nodes in the network join into cores, 

respectively. Because the cumulative contacts reveal the relationship among nodes during 

the long-term, while the current contacts reveal the relationship at the current timestamp. 

The community structure is different from the current network topology. 
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Figure 3. Two events cause the structure variation of network. Left: a link between node b 

and c is added into the network because    
      . Right: a link between node d and e 

is removed from the network because    
      . 
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Link Add: the cumulative contact between vi and vj is higher than current threshold, then link ei,j 

associated with two nodes vi and vj adds to a community core. Both vi and vj will be added to the 

community core, even if none of them belong to community cores. 

Link Remove: the cumulative contact between vi and vj is lower than the current threshold, then the 

link ei,j associated with two nodes vi and vj is removed from a community core. If vi or vj has no link 

associated with other nodes in the community core, then the corresponding node will be removed from 

the community core. 

In order to detect communities at different timestamps, the CoCE adopts the incremental 

computation paradigm. At each timestamp, the variation of cumulative stable links will firstly be 

divided into two parts: the added link set and removed link set. Then, nodes in these two sets will be 

clustered into community cores, respectively. Finally, the remaining nodes in remaining node set will 

join into communities according to the shortest distance to each community core. The construction of 

communities is depicted in Figures 4–6. 
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Figure 4. Link removing procedure. 

Algorithm 1: Link Removal 

While link removal set ≠ Ø 

Extract linkij from link removal set. 

If vi and vj in the same core Then 

If vi and vj have a stable cumulative contact Then 

Remove linkij from existing community cores. 

If vi and vj connect with any other nodes Then 

If there is a path connects vi and vj Then 

Split the core into two parts, including vi and vj separately. (Splitting) 

Else If vi and vj don’t connect with any other nodes Then 

Remove vi and vj from cores. (Contraction or Death) 

Else If vi or vj doesn’t connect with any nodes Then 

Remove vi or vj which doesn’t connect with any nodes. (Contraction) 

Figure 5. Link addition procedure. 

Algorithm 2: Link Addition 

While link addition set ≠ Ø 

Extract linkij from link addition set. 

If vi and vj have a stable cumulative contact Then 

If vi and vj not in the same core Then 

If vi and vj have only one neighbor Then 

Create a new community core. (Birth) 

Else If vi or vj have one neighbor Then 

Merge the two cores. (Merging) 

Else 

Add linkij from existing community cores. (Growth) 

Figure 6. Remaining nodes addition procedure. 

Algorithm 3: Remaining Node Addition 

While remaining node set ≠ Ø 

Extract vi from remaining node set. 

If there is only one path from vi to any cores Then 

vi join into the connected core. 

Else If there are multiple paths from vi to any cores Then 

vi join into the core which has the shortest distance to it. 

Else 

A community is created including vi and nodes connected with vi. 

The connectivity among nodes will be judged in the link removing algorithm, which operates in 

O(p+q) time, where p denotes the number of current vertexes and q denotes the number of current 
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links. Supposing the worst situation in networks, the time complexity of the link removal algorithm at 

each time is O(u(p+q)), where u is the length of the link removal set. The complexity of the link 

addition algorithm is O(w), where w is the length of the link addition set. Finally, the remaining nodes 

addition algorithm needs to detect the shortest distance among nodes. Despite the optimal methods, the 

time complexity of the shortest distance detection algorithm is O(r
3
), where r is the number of nodes in 

the network. Hence, the total time complexity of our algorithms in the worst case are O(max{u(p+q), 

w, r
3
}) O(r

3
). However, the complexity can be reduced through the optimal methods in shortest 

distance detection algorithms, which can be seen as a further improvement and will not be discussed in 

this paper. 

4.2. Community Evolution 

In order to study the ecommunity evolution process, we should track the communities at each 

timestamp. How to distinguish two communities in the consecutive timestamps is the biggest problem 

in this tracking. 

4.2.1. Model 

In previous literatures a broad consensus on the basic events that can be used to describe the 

evolution of dynamic communities can be seen [3,7,24]. We extend and specify these events-based 

cumulative stable contacts as follows (Figure 7): 

Figure 7. Six community variation events. The red solid/dash line denotes the link addition 

and link removal separately, and different colors mean different communities. The 

community IDs are denoted as C1, C4, C5. 
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Birth: There is a cumulative stable contact between two nodes, and the nodes belong to no 

communities before. 

Death: A community is removed from an existing partition, which results from removal of the last 

cumulative stable contact in this community. 

Merging: Two communities merge into one community because of the appearance of cumulative 

stable contact between nodes in different communities. 

Splitting: A community is divided into two separate communities. Two sets of nodes connected by 

only one cumulative stable contact. Once the cumulative stable contact is removed from the network, 

nodes in the community will split into two communities. 

Growth: A node joins a community, due to the appearance of cumulative stable contact between 

this node and nodes in communities. 

Contraction: A node moves out of a community core, which is caused by the removal of cumulative 

stable contacts. 

4.2.2. Tracking Communities 

Community tracking can reveal the evolution procedure of communities. Existing methods usually 

use similarity measurement to identify communities between continuous timestamps. In order to 

express the evolution procedure more clearly, the label mechanism is proposed. Different from existing 

methods which track communities after the community detection using similarity measurement [21,24–28], 

our tracking algorithm tracks communities during the detection procedure. The goals of tracking 

algorithms are (Figure 8): 

Figure 8. Goals of community tracking. NID denotes the node ID, and CID denotes the 

community ID. On the one hand, nodes in communities such as node N1 and N7 at each 

timestamp should be recognized, as well as their community IDs. On the other hand, 

community partition of the network at each timestamp should be acquired. 
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• Any nodes’ community ID at any timestamps can be retrieved. 

• Members in any communities at any timestamps can be obtained. 
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Differing from existing methods, we track communities by enhancing our community detection 

algorithm. When the community detection algorithm runs, the tracking process works simultaneously, 

which is trigged by the variation of links. 

According to the algorithm, only contact frequency between two core nodes lower than      are 

considered, and there is no other path connecting these two nodes in the original core, the splitting 

process will be triggered. Hence, vi and vj have their isolated communities separately. We use node ID 

as the community label when creating a new community. Initially, each node will be labeled a 

community ID by its node ID. The benefits are as follows: firstly, the finite namespace of community 

label will not cause naming confusion; secondly, communities can be tracked easier when they are 

created again. The tracking algorithm uses node ID as initial community ID. 

Basic principles of tracking are as follows (which is depicted in Figure 7 as well): 

Birth: The new community ID equals one of the member’s node ID. 

Death: Members in community change their community ID to their node ID. 

Merging: The community with less member changes its ID to the other community ID. 

Splitting: Two communities change the IDs to one of their member’s node ID separately. 

Growth: Increasing nodes change their community ID to an existing community ID. 

Contraction: Reduced nodes change their community ID as their node ID. 

5. Evaluation 

In this section, we firstly discuss the stability of community cores which are detected by our 

algorithms (5.1–5.4). Then a comparison between our algorithms and a well-known algorithm named 

―COPRA‖ [27] is conducted (5.5–5.6). 

5.1. Contact Variation 

In order to reveal the community core evolution briefly, we first show the contact variation of both 

SIGCOMM09 and INFOCOM06 over the whole lifetime (Figure 9). It is clear that the contact 

variation has a periodic feature. On the one hand, attendees have higher frequency of communication 

with each other during the daytime, this results in highly increasing and decreasing contacts. On the 

other hand, in the evening, the contact will not change as frequent as during the daytime. An 

interesting observation is that after about 60 hours (the third night), both of datasets have a low level of 

increasing and decreasing contacts, which means the positions of participants are relatively fixed. 

5.2. Change of 0–1 Contact Matrix 

According to M', the 0-1 contact matrix B = [bi,j] can be obtained. M' changes as the time increases, 

and the maximum contact duration among nodes may be changed, which results to the variation of B: 

The change of B during the whole collection procedure is plotted in Figure 10: 

     
      

      

       
      

  (3) 
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Figure 9. Description about two datasets. Left: link variation of SIGCOMM09, including 

(a) link add, (c) link remove and (e) total link change. Right: link variation of INFOCOM06, 

including (b) link add, (d) link remove and (f) total link change. 

 

Figure 10. Number of changes in 0-1 matrix between two consecutive timestamps. Above: 

number of changes in SIGCOMM09 under δ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 (from left to right). Below: 

number of changes in INFOCOM06 under δ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 (from left to right). 

    

    

The change of B during the whole collection procedure is plotted in Figure 10, where most of the 

changes occur at the beginning of collection, then gradually diminish over time. The number of 

changes reduces with increasing δ. Meanwhile, in SIGCOMM09, the maximum changes of the 0-1 

contact matrix under δ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 are 8, 6, 4 and 2 respectively, while in INFOCOM06, the 

values are 12, 4, 2 and 2. As δ increases, the maximum changes of the 0–1 contact matrix are reduced. 

The higher δ is, the more stable the contact matrix will be. 
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5.3. Selected Node Count 

One of the biggest differences between communities and community cores is the number of clustered 

nodes. In other words, the community core of a mobile social network is a subset of the whole community. 

According to previous works [8], some nodes can be classified as ―familiar strangers‖ and ―friends‖, 

and then the number of nodes in the ―community‖ is even less. Hence, only the node pairs which have 

high contact frequency can be selected to the community core. Moreover, the variation of selected nodes 

between different timestamps depicts the stability of the community core. 

Intuitively, improving δ will result in fewer selected contacts and nodes, which is illustrated in 

Figure 11. Let’s first consider SIGCOMM09, with time goes by, the selected nodes become more and 

more stable. In the first day of data collection, the selected node changes dramatically, especially under 

the low δ. Then the stable duration of selected nodes prolonged, and the selected nodes have no longer 

change after about 2 × 10
5
 seconds. 

Figure 11. Number of nodes in community core. (a) Average about number of nodes in 

community core in SIGCOMM09. (b) Average about number of nodes in community core 

in INFOCOM06. (c) Average number of nodes in community core about the two datasets 

under different δ. 

 

Comparing different δ values, a lower δ will result in a higher number of selected nodes, which is 

meaningless for community cores (when δ = 0.2, during the data collection, the maximum selected 

nodes in SIGCOMM09 is 61 and maximum selected nodes in INFOCOM06 is 71), while the higher δ is, 

the fewer nodes are selected to construct the community core. A brief comparison of average selected 

nodes under different δ value scenarios is depicted in Figure 11c. As discussed above, the average of 

selected nodes decreases as δ increases. Although the selected nodes increase with the decreasing δ, 

the variation of selected nodes in INFOCOM06 still shows little difference. Unlike in SIGCOMM09, 

the selected nodes in INFOCOM06 change frequently, even at the end of the data collection. This 

phenomenon can reflect the fact that in SIGCOMM09, the ―friends‖ of attendees are relatively stable 

and participants usually contact with familiar people, while in INFOCOM06, contacts among strangers 

are more frequent than in SIGCOMM09, hence the selected nodes change more often. Nevertheless, 

the variation of selected nodes in SIGCOMM09 and INFOCOM06 are relatively stable after 2  10
5
 seconds, 

which is important according to the features of the community cores. 
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5.4. Community Core Tracking 

In this part, we focus on the visualization of community core evolution to depict the stability of 

community cores. Firstly, we extract the community ID of each node. If a node doesn’t belong to any 

core, it is labeled with its node ID. Then we get the community core at each timestamp. Finally, the ID 

which is labeled by only one node is removed. The community core set extracted from the two datasets is 

presented in Figure 12. According to the selected node and the core number under the different δ scenarios, 

we choose δ = 0.4 in SIGCOMM09 and δ = 0.6 in INFOCOM06 to display the evolution of community 

cores. In Figure 12a,c a node does not belong to any community core, so its ID will be a straight line. 

Besides, if a node is selected as the community core, the ID will change to the core ID. Figure 12b,d 

show the refined core trace, including nodes belonging to the community cores only. 

Figure 12. Tracking community cores; (a) Original community core evolution in SIGCOMM09 

with δ = 0.4; (b) Refined community core evolution in SIGCOMM09 with δ = 0.4;  

(c) Original community core evolution in INFOCOM06 with δ = 0.6; (d) Refined 

community core evolution in INFOCOM06 with δ = 0.6; (e) Community evolution in 

INFOCOM06 with δ = 0.6. A few events such as merging, splitting and birth are indicated 

in the picture. Meanwhile, the community core partition including community IDs and 

community members can be tracked. 
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5.5. Number of Communities 

Firstly, let’s consider the variation of community cores, which is the basis of our detected 

communities. As shown in Figure 13, the variation of the core matrix remains at a low level. As δ 

increases, few changes will occur. This is due to the more stable relationship among nodes extracted 

by the cumulative stable contact. 

Figure 13. Number of changes in core matrix between two consecutive timestamps. 

Above: number of changes in SIGCOMM09 under δ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 (from left to right). 

Below: number of changes in INFOCOM06 under δ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 (from left to right). 

    

    

As depicted in Figures 14a,b, after about 2  10
5
 seconds, the community count under each different 

case become fixed, which is same as the selected nodes. However, the core number in INFOCOM06 is 

more complicated. Like the variation of selected nodes, the number of community cores fluctuates as 

time changes (Figure 14a). 

As mentioned before, this is due to the frequent contact among strangers. In other words, attendees 

at SIGCOMM09 have a more fixed social circle than at INFOCOM06. The last but most important 

feature of the community core count is that the core number does not change monotonically with the 

changes. We can see in Figure 14c, the maximum average core count (≈ 7.71) in SIGCOMM09 

appears when δ = 0.2. After a reduction to δ = 0.4, the average core count rises to approximately  

4.87 when δ = 0.5. The same phenomenon appears in INFOCOM06, where the core count reaches the 

max value at δ = 0.4 (≈ 9.31). Then it declines to approximately 8.4 at δ = 0.5, and grows to 

approximately 9.05 at δ = 0.6. The reason for this situation can be explained from two sides. On the 

one hand, the higher will filter out more contacts, which fragments the mobile network more and 

increases the number of community cores. On the other hand, some network fragments with low 

contact frequency will be moved out of the community core set entirely, which result in a reduction of 

the number of cores. Hence, the number of cores fluctuates under the different scenarios. 

Figures 14d,e depict the comparison of community number using two datasets. The community 

number in SIGCOMM09 is dramatically changed. Because the contact information is less than in 

INFOCOM06, there are no links in a few of the timestamps. Hence, there are no communities detected 
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by COPRA, which leads to the empty partition. Moreover, the variation of community number using 

CoCE is smaller than with COPRA. 

Figure 14. Number of community cores. (a) Variation of community core number in 

SIGCOMM09; (b) variation about community core number in INFOCOM06;  

(c) average number of community cores in the two datasets with different δ values;  

(d) number of communities in SIGCOMM09; (e) number of communities in INFOCOM06. 

 

5.6. Normalized Mutual Information 

In order to quantify the stability of the identified community structure, we adapt the Normalized 

Mutual Information (NMI) [28] to denote the similarity between two community partitions. NMI is a 

reliable measurement which can be used in evaluating community detection algorithms [29]. We use 

COPRA for our comparison experiment. 

Figure 15 depicts that the NMI value of communities detected by CoCE is higher than COPRA, 

which means that number of communities detected by CoCE is more stable than with COPRA. With 

increasing δ, a few nodes will be clustered as community core nodes, and many nodes become non-core 

nodes. Hence, although CoCE detects communities based on the stable community cores, the topology 

of communities is sensitive to the temporary links, which causes the variation of NMI value. 

Furthermore, an interesting observation can be made about the NMI values computed from 

SIGCOMM09 by COPRA. The NMI values are changing dramatically between consecutive timestamps. 

According to the discusseion above, there are no links in a few of timestamps in SIGCOMM09. Hence, 

there are no communities detected by COPRA, which uses temporary links. This phenomenon also 

demonstrates that the CoCE is more suitable for detecting the stable communities in dynamic networks. 
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Figure 15. NMI comparison between CoCE and COPRA. (a–d) the NMI score computed 

by CoCE from δ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 (SIGCOMM09); (e) the NMI score computed by 

COPRA in SIGCOMM09; (f–i) the NMI score computed by CoCE from δ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 

0.8 (INFOCOM06); (j) the NMI score computed by COPRA in INFOCOM06. 

 

5.7. Scalability 

Besides the datasets which contain only no more than 100 nodes, we have validated the availability 

of CoCE in a larger dataset. INFECTIOUS contains the daily dynamic contact networks collected 

during the Infectious SocioPatterns event that took place at the Science Gallery in Dublin, Ireland [30]. 

From 28th April to 17th July, all contact information was recorded, including 10,972 nodes and 

415,912 contacts. The contact interval is 20 seconds. 

In this section, contacts from 1st May to 10th May are adopted. Figure 16 depicts the NMI value of 

communities detected by CoCE and COPRA. From Figure 16a–d, as time goes on, it can be seen that 

NMI scores increase as well, which means that the communities detected by CoCE are more and more 

stable. Moreover, as it shows that in SIGCOMM09 and INFOCOM06, few of nodes will be selected to 

be community core nodes with increasing δ. This will result in an increase of the non-core nodes. 

However, different from SIGCOMM09 and INFOCOM06, nodes in INFECTIOUS are uncertain on 

different days, and have high population mobility. In other words, a large proportion of nodes will 

change each day, while in SIGCOMM09 and INFOCOM06, people are in the conference region and 

their activity ranges are relatively fixed. Hence, the difference of nodes’ contact frequency between 

different days in INFECTIOUS are small, and the selected core nodes are insensitive to the changes of 

δ. It can be seen that there is no big difference among Figure 16a–d. 
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Figure 16. NMI comparison between CoCE and COPRA. INFECTIOUS. X-axis: 

timestamps, 10
3
; Y-axis: NMI score. (a–d) the NMI score computed by CoCE from  

δ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8; (e) the NMI score computed by COPRA. 

 

Comparing the experimental results between CoCE and COPRA, the NMI value of communities 

detected by CoCE is higher than with COPRA. Furthermore, in the large scale social networks, 

communities detected by CoCE are also more stable than with COPRA as shown in SIGCOMM09  

and INFOCOM06. 

Running time is an important factor in performance evaluation, especially in large scale social 

networks. COPRA is a very fast community detection algorithm. Figure 17 depicts the running time of 

CoCE and COPRA. In order to understand the performance of the algorithms, the collection duration 

of each day is shown in Figure 17b, as well as the node count and link count in each day (Figure 17c, d). 

Figure 17. Running time of CoCE and COPRA in INFECTIOUS. (a) Comparison between 

CoCE and COPRA; (b) the collecting duration of each day; (c) the node count in each day; 

(d) the link count in each day. 
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Figure 17b reveals a periodic collection time variation. There are about 1,200 sampling timestamps 

per day from Monday to Friday, and then it is reduced to about 1,000 per day on the weekend. Due to 

the cyclic feature of the collection time, the number of nodes and links each day reveal the periodic 

variation as well. The node and link count on normal days are higher than on the weekend. It is 

interesting that the number of collected nodes on Monday is higher than on other days. 

The running times of CoCE and COPRA are depicted in Figure 17a. On the one hand, the running 

times of both algorithms are influenced by the number of nodes and links. Comparing Figure 17a,c and 

d, the running time will increase with the increasing number of nodes and links, and vice versa. On the 

other hand, the running time of CoCE in δ = 0.4 and 0.8 are similar to COPRA, which means that our 

algorithm performs as well as COPRA in running time. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, a dynamic community detection algorithm in mobile social networks is proposed. 

Firstly, the change of cumulative stable contact is discussed. We find this change follows the power-law 

distribution, and then propose the CoCE algorithm to extract communities from two experimental 

mobile social networks. Finally, we introduce a label-based community tracking algorithm, which can 

briefly display the evolution of communities. Based on the community cores extracted through 

cumulative contact histories, the communities detected by CoCE are much more stable than existing 

algorithms, including the number of communities and NMI. Moreover, the stable community partition 

is less influenced by the temporal topologies of the network than in existing methods. Furthermore, 

based on the experiment scalability results, we show that the communities extracted by CoCE are 

stable and can be further used in network analysis in large mobile social networks. 
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